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In 1969, Garton and Tomkins reported what they called "quasi-Landau resonances"-oscillatory modulations in the near-ionization absorption spectrum of barium in a strong magnetic field [1] . Edmonds analyzed these oscillations semiclassically by considering the motion of the Rydberg electron in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field [2] . In this plane there is a simple family of closed orbits: classical electron orbits that start at the ionic core and, moving under the combined effect of the Coulomb and magnetic fields, eventually return to the core. He found that Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization of these orbits predicts energy level spacings equal to the period of the modulations seen in the experiment. Later experiments have demonstrated that the absorption spectra of highly-excited atoms in various field configurations are influenced by many two-and three-dimensional closed orbits [3] [4] [5] [6] .
According to closed orbit theory [7, 8] , each classical orbit that starts at the atom carries along with it a portion of the outgoing electron wave. If such an orbit returns to the nucleus, its companion wave interferes with the steady stream of outgoing waves, and this interference produces an oscillation in the absorption spectrum. The return of the electron, and the resulting interference oscillation in the spectrum, is called a recurrence. The period of the oscillation is inversely proportional to the classical action of the closed orbit, and its strength is proportional to the electron current density in the neighborhood of that orbit. Thus, the more that orbits are focused on the atom, the stronger the associated oscillation in the spectrum, i.e., the stronger the recurrence.
Most of the experiments and theory to date have dealt with Rydberg atoms in static external fields along a single axis-magnetic [3] , electric [4] , or parallel electric and magnetic fields [5] . In such cylindrically symmetric systems, the angular momentum component L z (i.e., p φ ) along the field axis (ẑ) is conserved. Classical orbits are therefore organized into cylindrical families, with orbits within a family differing from one another only by a rotation about the z axis. When orbits in a family return to the core, they do so in a perfect circular focus, giving a strong recurrence.
The dynamics is profoundly changed when the cylindrical symmetry is broken by crossing the magnetic field with an electric field. Now instead of a continuous family of classical orbits returning in perfect focus, only two isolated orbits return exactly to the origin. Meanwhile, the nonconservation of p φ makes it impossible to separate the φ motion [9] . There have been several studies of recurrences in crossed fields [6] , but none of them address the present issue: the transition from symmetry to asymmetry; i.e., from two to three nonseparable degrees of freedom. How the dynamics behaves under such symmetry change and how it is described in semiclassical theory is a basic problem [10] . What is the signature of symmetry breaking in an atomic absorption spectrum?
In this letter we report the first experiments on the dynamical evolution of Rydberg hydrogen atoms in a strong magnetic field when the cylindrical symmetry is broken by adding a small crossed electric field. We present results obtained for the Garton-Tomkins-Edmonds (GTE) recurrence, which shows the characteristic signature of symmetry breaking. (We have observed the same signature for other orbits [11] .) We also present a quantitative semiclassical theory capable of describing this symmetry breaking, and use it to calculate the evolution of the recurrence strength.
a. Experiment. The experiments are performed, as previously [12] , with deuterium atoms in a beam collimated along the magnetic field axis, excited at the center of the crossed fields by pulsed lasers perpendicular to the atomic beam. The excitation occurs in two steps,
, to energies near the field-free ionization limit (n ≈ 62-112). D * atoms in long-lived states, proceeding at thermal velocity, are detected via electrons created by field ionization. Electrons from atoms promptly ionized within the interaction region are prevented from crossed-field drifting by turning off the crossed electric field quickly after the excitation, and are trapped there temporarily then released to the detector. The combined signal of the two electron groups is thus proportional to the total absorption cross section [11] .
The Hamiltonian for hydrogen in crossed fields (in atomic units,h = e = m e = 1) is
Due to a classical scaling law for this system, the shapes of classical orbits do not depend on the energy E, electric field strength F , and magnetic field strength B separately, but only on the scaled energy ǫ ≡ EB −2/3 and scaled electric field f ≡ F B −4/3 . The classical action S ≡ p · dq scales as S =Sw, whereS is a scaled action that also only depends on ǫ and f , and w ≡ B −1/3 . We use the method of scaled variable recurrence spectroscopy [12] : we measure the photoabsorption cross section σ as a function of w while varying the laser frequency and external fields simultaneously in such a way as to keep ǫ and f constant. According to closed orbit theory, such a spectrum is a smooth background plus a sum of sinusoidal oscillations,
where C 0 is the absorption in the absence of recurrences; the sum is over classical closed orbits; C k is the recurrence amplitude of orbit k; and γ k is an additional phase related to the Maslov index. All of the quantities in Eq. (2) are constant or slowly-varying across a scaled spectrum, except for w. Thus, the absolute-square of the Fourier transform of a scaled spectrum with respect to w produces a recurrence spectrum, which has a peak of height |C k | 2 (the "recurrence strength") at the scaled actionS k of each classical closed orbit.
The GTE recurrence reported in this paper, the lowestaction peak in these recurrence spectra, results from the family of "rotator"-type orbits that lie in the z = 0 plane. Figure 1 (a) shows this recurrence peak for a range of scaled electric fields, exhibiting the essential signatures of symmetry breaking and the transition from 2 to 3 nonseparable degrees of freedom. The falloff and revival behavior, qualitatively observed also for other rotator and vibrator type orbits, can be explained by a semiclassical theory of symmetry breaking.
b. Classical and semiclassical symmetry breaking. As explained in the introduction, the perpendicular electric field destroys the cylindrical symmetry of hydrogen in a magnetic field. It can be shown that from each family k of formerly-closed orbits, just two isolated orbits return to the origin when f = 0 (see Figs. 2(a) and (b) ). From a classical perspective, therefore, one might expect a sudden drop in the recurrence strength when the electric field is turned on. However, electron waves, unlike classical trajectories, diffract. Therefore, the whole family of returning trajectories, even those that miss the atom, These segments of (a) experimental and (b) theoretical scaled action spectra show how cylindrical symmetry breaking affects the strength of the Garton-Tomkins-Edmonds recurrence. The data are for deuterium at constant scaled energy ǫ = −0.15, where the classical dynamics is fully chaotic. B was scanned from 1 T to 6 T, i.e., 61.7 ≥ w ≥ 34.0. The GTE recurrence peak is shown for several values of the (scaled) strength of the perpendicular electric field (the vertical scale is arbitrary). The recurrence is strongest when f = 0, where it is enhanced by perfect focusing due to cylindrical symmetry. As the electric field is increased, the strength falls off quickly, vanishes, then increases again in a weak revival about 10% of the original peak height. (Note that there is a break in the f axis.) still contributes to the recurrence. But waves arriving from different directions have different phases, so their interference is partially-destructive, and the strength of the recurrence is reduced.
The phase of the returning wave from each direction in the k th family is given by the classical action of the orbit returning from that direction. After symmetry is broken, that action S F k (φ) (here measured to the orbit's perihelion) depends on φ, the orbit's azimuthal launching angle, and on F , the electric field strength. A theorem of classical mechanics asserts that the change in action caused by the electric field is proportional to the time-integral of the perturbing Hamiltonian over the unperturbed trajectory: ∂S F k /∂F = − (∂H/∂F )dt. It follows that, to first order in F , the actions of orbits within a family have a sinusoidal dependence on φ [13] : The returning electron wave near the nucleus is a coherent superposition of waves arriving from each trajectory's final direction, each with a phase given by exp[iS F k (φ)]. The returning wavefunction for the GTE recurrence, calculated in this way, is shown in Fig. 2(c) .
c. Falloff of recurrence strength A detailed analysis shows that the recurrence amplitude for weakly-broken cylindrical symmetry is the coherent sum of contributions from each orbit in the family. Each orbit contributes nearly the same amplitude, but with a phase that varies according to Eq. (4). The net result is that Eq. (2) is replaced with σ
The integral in Eq. (5) is over the orbits of family k, parameterized by their initial azimuthal angles φ; i.e., this is the coherent superposition of waves having phases that vary with φ. Equation (6) follows from substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), evaluating the integral, and converting to scaled variables. We see that each oscillation in the absorption spectrum is multiplied by a Bessel function that accounts for the partially-destructive interference of the contributing orbits. The Fourier transform of Eq. (6) over the experimental range of w predicts the height and shape of each peak in the recurrence spectrum. This theoretical prediction, evaluated for the GTE recurrence, is shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is seen that theory explains all of the characteristics seen in experiment: the pattern of the falloff, the location of the minimum, and the location and relative strength of the revival.
It is to be noted that Eq. (5) is applicable through the whole transition-from perfect cylindrical symmetry to fully-broken symmetry. In the former case (f = 0), the integrand in Eq. (5) is constant and the recurrence gives only the usual sinusoidal modulation of the absorption. In the latter case (f large), the integral can be evaluated by the method of stationary phase, and the result is the contribution from the two isolated returning orbits (including correct Maslov indices). The revival occurs when their phase difference reaches 2π and they again interfere constructively.
Conclusions. The most important result of this work is an illumination of the difference between classical and quantum mechanical symmetry breaking. Classically, even the slightest symmetry breaking destroys the perfect focus, leaving only two surviving closed orbits, and reducing the density of returning trajectories instantaneously from infinite to finite. For strong symmetry breaking, only the two surviving closed orbits contribute significantly. However, in quantum mechanics there is an intermediate regime of weak symmetry breaking for which the contributions of the whole family of orbits-not just the ones that remain closed-must be considered together.
In this regime, the strength of the recurrence is determined by the degree of constructive and destructive interference across the whole returning wave. The strong recurrence for exact symmetry corresponds to pure constructive interference, and the minimum and revivalpurely nonclassical effects-are caused by the dominance of destructive and constructive interference, respectively, across the wavefront. This signature of symmetry breaking is seen in experiment and is predicted by a uniform semiclassical theory.
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